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3D cellular structure techniques3D cellular structure techniques

Light microscopy Light microscopy 
(phase contrast, (phase contrast, 
fluorescence)fluorescence)

ThinThin-- sectioning sectioning 
(electron microscopy)(electron microscopy)

CryoCryo-- sectioning or sectioning or 
vitrificationvitrification (rapid (rapid 
freezing) of thin cellsfreezing) of thin cells

•• Can be done on living cellsCan be done on living cells
•• Thickness up to ~10 Thickness up to ~10 μμmm
•• Resolution limited by optical Resolution limited by optical 

wavelength (200 nm) wavelength (200 nm) 

•• Fixation and plastic embeddingFixation and plastic embedding
•• Mechanical damageMechanical damage
•• Thickness up to ~1 Thickness up to ~1 µµm (high voltage)m (high voltage)
•• Resolution limited by specimen Resolution limited by specimen 

preparationpreparation

•• Can preserve native cellular structure Can preserve native cellular structure 
•• StateState--ofof--thethe--art, not currently routine art, not currently routine 
•• Thin cells or sections < 1 Thin cells or sections < 1 µµmm
•• Resolution limited by radiation damage Resolution limited by radiation damage 

(4(4--5 nm)5 nm)

In phase contrast microscopy, small differences in scattering from 
transparent specimens are converted into intensity variations, to 
give better contrast

Protein structure techniquesProtein structure techniques

XX-- ray ray 
crystallographycrystallography

NMRNMR

CryoCryo-- electron electron 
microscopymicroscopy

•• Needs crystalsNeeds crystals
•• Gives atomic resolutionGives atomic resolution
•• Conformation may be affected by Conformation may be affected by 

crystal latticecrystal lattice

•• Gives nearGives near--atomic resolutionatomic resolution
•• Can see dynamic processesCan see dynamic processes
•• Protein must not be too large (current Protein must not be too large (current 

limit ~80 limit ~80 kDakDa, TROSY ~800?) , TROSY ~800?) 

•• Resolution 4 Resolution 4 –– 30 30 ÅÅ (depends on (depends on 
sample order and data volume)sample order and data volume)

•• Crystals, ordered assemblies or Crystals, ordered assemblies or 
isolated particles isolated particles 

•• Can trap transient statesCan trap transient states
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3D structure determination of macromolecules

Light microscope

Objective LensCondenser Lens

image

Light Source

Electron Source

Specimen

Slide

TEM

X- ray
X-ray Source

Focal Point

TEM vs. SEMTEM vs. SEM

Transmission Transmission EMEM ScanningScanning EMEM

SpecimenSpecimen

Electron BeamElectron Beam

DetectorDetector

Detection of electrons Detection of electrons behindbehind
the specimen (scattered ethe specimen (scattered e--))

Detection of backscattered electronsDetection of backscattered electrons
(primary e(primary e--) and generated electrons) and generated electrons

(secondary e(secondary e--)    )    

Scanning EM ExamplesScanning EM Examples

What can be studied byWhat can be studied by TEM?TEM?

2D crystals2D crystals
(need tilted views for 3D)(need tilted views for 3D)

Helical assembliesHelical assemblies
Icosahedral Icosahedral virusesviruses

Asymmetric particlesAsymmetric particles WholeWhole cells or organellescells or organelles
(need tilt series for 3D, (need tilt series for 3D, 

unique objects)unique objects)

How is the image formed?How is the image formed?

•• Thin specimen scatters electronsThin specimen scatters electrons
•• Interference between scattered and Interference between scattered and 

unscattered unscattered electrons gives phase contrast electrons gives phase contrast 
imageimage

•• Image is Image is 2D projection2D projection of original 3D object of original 3D object 
•• 3D structure3D structure can be determined from a set of can be determined from a set of 

views at different orientationsviews at different orientations
•• Beam damage is the ultimate limit on Beam damage is the ultimate limit on 

resolutionresolution
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A single projection image is insufficient to 
infer the 3-D structure of an object 

??

TomographyTomography

3D structures can be 3D structures can be 
reconstructed if a series of reconstructed if a series of 
2D projections is collected. 2D projections is collected. 

View direction View direction 

Multiple exposure Multiple exposure 
of specimen at of specimen at 
different tilt angles different tilt angles 

Record images  Record images  

Principle of Electron Tomography

3D-object => set of 2D-
projections

2D-projections => 3D-
reconstruction

W Baumeister, MPI Martinsried

Small pieces of tissue or thin, whole cells can be Small pieces of tissue or thin, whole cells can be 
vitrifiedvitrified
Cell regions up to Cell regions up to 1 1 µµmm thick can be examinedthick can be examined
Many exposures of the same area Many exposures of the same area -- tilt series tilt series --
because because unique objectunique object
Resolution 3Resolution 3--4 nm 4 nm -- main limit is main limit is radiation damageradiation damage
Also limitation on vertical resolution because Also limitation on vertical resolution because 
maximum tilt ~70° maximum tilt ~70° -- missing views from 70missing views from 70--90°90°
3D reconstruction by 3D reconstruction by back projectionback projection

Reconstruction of whole cells Reconstruction of whole cells 
or organelles by tomographyor organelles by tomography

MedaliaMedalia et al.et al. (2002)(2002)

Views of Views of DictyosteliumDictyostelium cytoplasm from cytoplasm from cryo tomographycryo tomography

TEM image of a 300 TEM image of a 300 
nm thick regionnm thick region

Slices from the reconstructionSlices from the reconstruction

Slices and rendered view of rough ERSlices and rendered view of rough ER MedaliaMedalia et al.et al. (2002)(2002)

Rendered view of the Rendered view of the actinactin
network , membranes and network , membranes and 
macromolecular complexes macromolecular complexes 
in in situsitu
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Molecular structureMolecular structure
Negative stain vs.Negative stain vs.cryo cryo EMEM

Negative stainingNegative staining
•• Simple procedureSimple procedure
•• Quick to check samples Quick to check samples 
•• High contrastHigh contrast
•• DehydrationDehydration
•• Heavy metal saltsHeavy metal salts
•• Possible distortion, Possible distortion, 

flatteningflattening

Cryo Cryo EMEM
•• More complex preparationMore complex preparation
•• Longer time for checking Longer time for checking 

samplessamples
•• Low contrastLow contrast
•• Native, hydrated stateNative, hydrated state
•• Near physiological conditionsNear physiological conditions
•• 3D structure preserved3D structure preserved
•• Rapid freezing can trap Rapid freezing can trap 

transient statestransient states

ContinuousContinuous
Carbon FilmCarbon Film

HoleyHoley
Carbon FilmCarbon Film

90°90°

90°90°

Two Types of Carbon SupportTwo Types of Carbon Support Negative StainNegative Stain

1. Add protein in buffer1. Add protein in buffer 2. Add heavy metal stain2. Add heavy metal stain

3. Blot3. Blot

4. Let dry4. Let dry

forceps

EM grid

liquid ethane
(-160°C)

Edge-on view of an unsupported 
part of the water layer

image

Small volume 
of sample

Sample preparation for cryo EM

Vitreous iceVitreous ice
Heavy metal stainHeavy metal stain

The SpecimenThe Specimen
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CryoCryo--TransferTransfer

Liquid NLiquid N22

GridGridCryo HolderCryo Holder

WorkstationWorkstation

Single particlesSingle particles

•• Isolated macromolecular complexesIsolated macromolecular complexes
•• Randomly oriented in solutionRandomly oriented in solution
•• Can be trapped in different reaction states by Can be trapped in different reaction states by 
vitrificationvitrification
•• No crystallization or ordered assembly neededNo crystallization or ordered assembly needed
•• The position and orientation of each particle must The position and orientation of each particle must 
be determined for 3D reconstructionbe determined for 3D reconstruction
•• The more particles used, the higher the resolution The more particles used, the higher the resolution 
•• Mixed states can sometimes be separated Mixed states can sometimes be separated 
(“purification in the computer”)(“purification in the computer”)

raw 
images

3D starting
model

Align and 
group into 
classes

project
2D templates

2D class
averages

reconstruct
new 3D 
model

Size limitationsSize limitations for single particle EMfor single particle EM
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Steps in single particle structure determinationSteps in single particle structure determination

Homogeneous sampleHomogeneous sample

Prepare specimen (stain/vitrify)Prepare specimen (stain/vitrify)

Record imageRecord image

Digitize image, pick particlesDigitize image, pick particles

Find orientations and averageFind orientations and average

3D reconstruction3D reconstruction
N. N. GrigorieffGrigorieff,,

Brandeis Brandeis Univ.Univ.

Finding orientationsFinding orientations

AveragingAveraging similar views improves the similar views improves the 
signal:noise ratiosignal:noise ratio

Individual raw Individual raw 
imagesimages

Optical corrections: Contrast transfer

perfect 
optics

normal 
optics

bad 
optics

negative 
contrast

Single Particle Image ProcessingSingle Particle Image Processing

ClassificationClassification

AveragingAveraging

Alignment

Alignment

ParticleParticle
PickingPicking

Class averages grouping the major 
views present in the data set

Raw images Matrix of all raw images

Image 1

Image 2

Classification of images:
Multivariate statistical analysis
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Angular reconstitutionAngular reconstitution

αα = 0= 0°°
ββ = 0= 0°°
γγ = 0= 0°°

αα = 0= 0°°
ββ = 95= 95°°
γγ = 0= 0°°

αα = 0= 0°°
ββ = 0= 0°°
γγ = 90= 90°°

Combine views and Combine views and 
apply symmetryapply symmetry

Find angles by searching for common line projectionsFind angles by searching for common line projections

3D 3D reconstructionreconstruction:: Conical tiltConical tilt

Pairs of images are recorded of the Pairs of images are recorded of the 
same field of particles at high tilt and same field of particles at high tilt and 
untilteduntilted

Orientations for 3D Orientations for 3D 
reconstruction are reconstruction are 
determined from determined from 
the pairs of views the pairs of views --
tilt angle is knowntilt angle is known

Frank (1998)Frank (1998)

Raw images

Align by cross-correlation
Group into orientation classes

project

reconstruct

Projection matching/ Angular refinement
3D reconstruction from 2D projections

Molecular 
orientations

2D projections 
(observed images, 
without noise)

Inverse Fourier 
transformation 
gives the 3D 
density map

Projections 
transform to 
sections of 
the 3D FT

Calculated 
transforms 

Cryo EM image of Cryo EM image of ribosomesribosomes
Ribosome: Angular reconstitutionRibosome: Angular reconstitution

Original imagesOriginal images

Class averages Class averages 

3D reconstruction3D reconstruction

ReprojectionsReprojections

StarkStark et al.et al. (199(19955))
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Hepatitis B virus at 7.5 Hepatitis B virus at 7.5 ÅÅ resolutionresolution

Boettcher et Boettcher et al.al. (1997)(1997) FotinFotin et al.et al. (2004)(2004)

ClathrinClathrin at 8 Å resolutionat 8 Å resolution

Macromolecular machines: Macromolecular machines: 
assembly of assembly of bacteriophagebacteriophage p22p22

CryoCryo EM and asymmetric single particle EM and asymmetric single particle 
reconstruction of phage p22reconstruction of phage p22

Lander Lander et al.et al. (2006)(2006)

p22p22

Lander Lander et al.et al. (2006)(2006)

Fit of tail spike protein Fit of tail spike protein 
into the EM mapinto the EM map

2D crystals contain a single 2D crystals contain a single 
layer of protein moleculeslayer of protein molecules2D crystals2D crystals

2D projection density map2D projection density map
Noisy, low contrast Noisy, low contrast 

image of crystalimage of crystal

Henderson & Henderson & UnwinUnwin (1975)(1975)

Model of 3D structureModel of 3D structure
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Tilting of 2D crystalsTilting of 2D crystals to get 3D datato get 3D data

3D electron diffraction intensity3D electron diffraction intensity
data for data for tubulintubulin

Central section 
of tilted view

Nogales Nogales et al.et al. (1997)(1997)

Refined structures of Refined structures of bacteriorhodopsinbacteriorhodopsin

Grigorieff Grigorieff et et al.al. (1996)(1996)

UnbendingUnbending

Perfect latticePerfect lattice““Real” latticeReal” lattice

““unbending”unbending”

TubulinTubulin (from 2D crystals)(from 2D crystals)

Nogales Nogales et al.et al. (1997)(1997)

TubulinTubulin fitted into microtubulesfitted into microtubules

TaxolTaxol

Helical arraysHelical arrays

•• Some samples form filaments or tubes Some samples form filaments or tubes 
with helical symmetrywith helical symmetry

•• Identifying the repeat and lattice of the Identifying the repeat and lattice of the 
helix allows full 3D model to be helix allows full 3D model to be 
generatedgenerated

•• All orientations of the sample are All orientations of the sample are 
available hence no missing coneavailable hence no missing cone

•• Examples are: Examples are: nicotinic nicotinic acetylcholine acetylcholine 
receptor, receptor, actinactin, , kinesinkinesin, , flagellinflagellin
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Helical reconstructionHelical reconstruction

FTFT
Pitch Pitch 
repeatrepeat

SubunitSubunit
repeatrepeat

Layer linesLayer lines
(inverse of (inverse of 
pitch repeat)pitch repeat)

Subunit repeatSubunit repeat

A helix can be considered as a 1D crystal, since it has a A helix can be considered as a 1D crystal, since it has a 
repeating structure along the axis, giving rise to a set of layerepeating structure along the axis, giving rise to a set of layer r 
lines in the diffraction pattern. If the symmetry of the helix ilines in the diffraction pattern. If the symmetry of the helix is s 
known, a full 3D reconstruction can be calculated from the known, a full 3D reconstruction can be calculated from the 
untilteduntilted filament transform, since the subunit is imaged at filament transform, since the subunit is imaged at 
different angles about the filament axis.different angles about the filament axis.

tubular 2D crystaltubular 2D crystal
projection imageprojection image

diffraction patterndiffraction pattern
showing layer linesshowing layer lines

EMEM

Helical diffractionHelical diffraction

FTFT

Tubular crystals of acetylcholine receptorsTubular crystals of acetylcholine receptors

Miyazawa Miyazawa et al.et al. (2003)(2003)

CrossCross--section through section through 
membrane tubemembrane tubeCryo Cryo EM image of tubular EM image of tubular 

membrane with helical membrane with helical 
array of receptorsarray of receptors

Section of density mapSection of density map
+, position of pore+, position of pore

Section of receptor Section of receptor 
moleculemolecule

AcetylcholineAcetylcholine receptor structurereceptor structure

Miyazawa Miyazawa et al.et al. (2003)(2003)

Mechanism of gatingMechanism of gating
side view, with side view, with 

membrane membrane 
surfacessurfaces

CrossCross--section section 
through gating porethrough gating pore

Helical reconstruction of bacterial flagellaHelical reconstruction of bacterial flagella

YonekuraYonekura et al (2003)et al (2003)

FlagellinFlagellin subunitsubunit

Flagellum density mapFlagellum density map

Structure of bacterial flagellaStructure of bacterial flagella

Changes in packing lead to changes in twist that power Changes in packing lead to changes in twist that power 
the motions in bacterial swimmingthe motions in bacterial swimming
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